Online open access journals allow readers to view scholarly articles without a subscription or other payment barrier. However, publishing costs must still be covered. Therefore, many of these publications rely on support from a variety of sources. One source of funds not commonly discussed is donations from readers. This study investigated the prevalence of this practice and sought to learn about the motivation of journal editors to solicit donations, and also to gather input on the effectiveness of this strategy. Results show that very few open access journals solicit donations from readers, and for those that do, donations represent only a very small portion of all support received.
Introduction / Background
As the co-founder and co-editor of the open access journal Pennsylvania Libraries:
Research & Practice (palrap.org), I was interested in learning about different methods we might pursue as we try to keep up with some necessary and ongoing costs. While our journal operates largely on the volunteer efforts of authors, reviewers, and editors, there are still bills to pay.
Anyone involved in scholarly publishing knows that while articles from open access journals are free to read, they are certainly not free to produce. To help address this challenge, we recently began soliciting donations from our readers by placing a "support" button on our website and a link to an online donation form, along with a brief explanation of why we chose to do this.
Because little is known about this fundraising method, and because it has not received any significant attention in the literature, other than what was mentioned in the reports cited below, the intent of this project was to gain additional information and insight from the experiences of [6] . Donations were only included in an "other" category for income sources, and there was no further discussion or acknowledgement of this strategy for raising funds.
Donations as a Viable Source of Support?
It is fairly well established and commonly accepted that donations are a critical means of support for many activities. For example, consumers of public radio and public television are another six responded by email to report some information about their journal (Table 2) . Table 2 . Input contributed from editors who did not complete the survey  Two reported that their donation buttons have nearly no impact. One of these reported that the donations received are from a small group of supporters who are responding to a direct request for financial assistance.  One reported they don't ask for donations from readers but do ask for donations from authors.  Three said that they don't currently solicit donations from readers. For one of these, donations were requested by the larger organization with which the journal was affiliated, not the journal itself.
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Half of the 26 responding editors represented journals from the social sciences; those from the humanities and physical sciences made up the remainder, with the exception of one journal from the life sciences/medical field (Table 3) . No commercial publishers were represented in the data collected. All journals were published in association with universities, scholarly societies, or other nonprofit organizations. About half of responding editors represent journals that have been in operation for over 10 years (Table 4 ) and half publish three issues or less each year (Table 5 ). While asking for donations is new for some journals, others have been doing this for several years (Table 6 ). Generally, it is the editor or editorial board that has made the decision to start asking for donations from readers (Table 7) . For 64% of the journals represented here, this strategy is reported to be very ineffective or somewhat ineffective, while only 36% consider this to be very effective or somewhat effective (Table 8 ). For the journals that have received contributions, on average, nearly 70% of donations come from individuals (Table   9 ). At the same time, a number of other journals have yet to receive any donations. It appears that most publications can potentially earn a few hundred dollars to a few thousand dollars per year, although it is also quite common to receive no donations at all (Table 10) . Payments are often processed online using PayPal or a web form managed by an office within a university or professional association (Table 11) . A number of journal editors reported also accepting checks and money orders, while some others reported accepting cash (Table 12 ). For the responding journals, the primary sources of support reported (other than donations) are subsidies from related organizations as well as volunteer effort of authors, reviewers, and editors (Table 13 ).
Based on observations made when visiting the websites of individual journals, of those that responded to the survey, only three appear to both accept donations and charge an author publication fee. About 70% of the journals represented in the survey rely only on their websites (Tables 18-20) . A common theme is that these scholarly publications are largely made possible due to the volunteer efforts of committed individuals, and donations typically represent only a very small piece of any support a journal may receive.  The National Endowment for the Humanities, which had been supporting us through grants, suggested that we find a way to become a self-sustaining project. That led us to formulate a funding strategy-one component of which is to accept donations.  We do it old fashioned way. We accept the ad, then we send the bill, and ask them to transfer the money to our bank account.
 The few who have donated sent checks, I believe. Yes (please provide some details) -6 Responses  I wrote a successful application for a grant to preserve our journal online as an archive.  We have a lady who sells advertisements to businesses. She does it for free  Have distributed information packets at conferences and followed up via email  Occasionally we will solicit a for-profit company or individual  We contact authors and readers via e-mail; we contact society members via postal mail as well.  Email solicitation, because we publish using listservs  Donations do NOT cover all or even most of our costs, so it has only been somewhat effective.  We took a survey of our readers one year ago that indicated that a reasonably large percentage of readers might contribute money, but the actual number was far fewer  We sent physical mail and email to members of the relevant professional organization requesting donations. We worked with the Office of Development to identify and reach out to an alumnus who gave a generous donation. All donations go into endowment accounts and are not directly used for paying operational expenses. Significantly, we also used a targeted campaign for generating membership dues-not donations. Specifically, we partnered with academic library consortia to get libraries to join an organization, the dues of which goes into a separate endowment fund and for which the libraries receive member benefits. Finally, we created a membership organization for individual readers which allows them access to nicely formatted PDFs of the content we make available for free on our website. Dues are nominal and used directly to cover operational expenses. any income from any sources (and authors do not pay for publication) and because the usage of material published in the journal is massive (in 2013 there were 375,000 downloads in 184 countries and since the journal's format from html 1999-2007 to pdf 2007-present there have been over one million downloads). I thought that donations would result in some, if minor, revenue (the press pays for technical necessities to a subcontracted electronic press that publishes all of [the university's] digital publications and as standard the editors or editorial assistants of the journal do not receive any payment); however, at this point my hopes are met with less than limited success.  No. Strictly financial. The university provides no direct support and we are not allowed to solicit advertising or sell subscriptions.  Reduce submission numbers; increase quality; support teaching program in department.  It was a political move on my part-a nice gesture to show the development office I saw the journal as a possible vehicle for the school's brand and included the link to donate to the school to try to integrate the journal into the school.  Ultimately successful application for 501c(3) nonprofit status for the supporting nonprofit organization.  reminding advocates of open access publishing and that there are costs associated with this endeavor  We are a book review journal; with the abolition of international surface mail, the cost of shipping books overseas had become prohibitive, more than our institution would support. Our reader survey nevertheless indicated that a large majority of our reviewers preferred a print copy of the book to an electronic copy.  As mentioned previously, the NEH suggested we find a way to become a selfsustaining project-i.e., not reliant on grants.  for sustainability of the journal.  Our journal is hosted by [sponsor] which pays for copyediting, the webmaster, and annual fees to Portico and CrossRef. Thus our expenses are not great. We asked for start-up donations in 2008, but no donations have been received since then.  These questions are not relevant to our journal, because we solicit donations only from authors who are submitting articles. We ask for a small donation of $20 but accept as little as $1  We are a totally volunteer group, with no university affiliation or sponsorship. It is a labor of love.  We don't need much of a budget, since our journal is primarily run by volunteers.  It seems that people do think that "open access" means free, without considering that nothing is really free. All open access journals incur costs that must be paid by someone; to think otherwise is naive.  Donations do not constitute the largest component of our funding strategy. We don't rely on donations for income-they go into endowment accounts and the payout from those endowment accounts makes up a portion of our income. Our membership organization for individuals has been more effective at generating money for us than simple website solicitation of donations. The largest portions of our income come from (1) direct support from [university name] and (2) payout from the endowment made up of library membership dues.
Discussion and Conclusion
The primary limitation of this analysis is the source of data used. 
